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Topic

This presentation is designed to be a practical approach to the art of photographing water.  
Photographing water presents the photographer with various challenges as well as potential rewards. 
The photographic objective, of this talk, is to learn how to capture images of water in a manner that 
enhances the sense of movement.  An effort will be made to convey information necessary for planning
and conducting a successful day in the field.  Notations on the importance of safety will be 
underscored.  I will discuss what equipment to bring along and how to utilize your gear on location. 
Images will be presented to illustrate key features of how to set up, think about strategies for 
composition and determining what you feel is the most desirable shot. Suggestions for how to capture 
images of waterfalls, streams and seascapes will be offered.  Examples will be shown to help 
demonstrate the rational for the approaches suggested. The artistic objectives will be to help you come 
home with images that you will be please with.  Last, as series of images will be shown in order to 
illustrate how different shutter speeds effect the overall look of the capture.

Bio

Dennis Thornton is a long-term member of the Westchester Photographic Society.  Dennis is a 
photographer with diverse aesthetic interests.  He enjoys photographing still lifes, people engaged in 
various activities, all things related to the natural world including birds, flowers and the world around 
us. However, landscapes, particularly when water is included in the composition has been and remains 
of particular interest.  Over the years, Dennis has traveled to a variety of locations, near and far, in 
search of scenic presentations of water.  The search for water has been integrated with his love of the 
outdoors and the enjoyment of being present in any place of natural beauty. 

Westchester Photographic Society is proud to invite the public to see 
Dennis Thornton Nov. 12, 2021 7:30.  To Register email Deborah@wpsphoto.org. 
with “Dennis Thornton Nov. 12, 2021” as subject.


